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Pluto TV is a major
force in the free
streaming TV industry
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• Universally available across mobile devices,
smart TVs, desktops, streaming players
and game consoles

#2 ROKU FREE APP

• Deeply integrated with a growing
number of device manufacturers, including
Samsung and Vizio

A CLEAR STRATEGIC FIT FOR VIACOM
Gives Viacom a scaled direct-to-consumer offering

Unlocks the value of our library content

• Gives Viacom access to millions and millions of consumers
• Serves as an important marketing engine for Viacom’s
targeted subscription products, like Noggin, Comedy Central
Now, and soon others
• Provides a new distribution outlet for Viacom Digital
Studios’ content, beyond the existing AwesomenessTV
channel on Pluto TV
• Allows us to promote our brands and content that live on
other platforms, such as pay TV, theaters and beyond

• Creates an additional opportunity to monetize Viacom
library product
• Importantly, Viacom’s current-window programming will
remain in the pay-TV ecosystem on our branded networks

Enhances Viacom’s Advanced Marketing Solutions
• Immediately adds billions of quality addressable ad
impressions, which will further strengthen our ability to
serve advertisers and their agencies
• Brings an additional audience that is young, genderbalanced and hard to reach

Adds an important offering for distribution partners
• Creates value for distributors’ broadband-only subscribers,
and serves as a customer acquisition and retention tool for
certain tiers of pay-TV packages
• Presents a significant opportunity for all types of
distributors, including mobile operators

Creates a global opportunity
• Viacom will leverage its international reach, infrastructure
and capabilities to expand the Pluto TV brand
• Offers a compelling near-term opportunity in the Spanish
language space, both in US Hispanic and Latin America

Accelerates Pluto TV’s leadership in free streaming TV
• Viacom will strengthen Pluto TV’s content offering across
key genres, including kids, African-American, reality and
comedy
• Gives Pluto TV access to Viacom’s brands and marketing
capabilities to grow audience and usage
• In turn, we believe we will deliver incremental value to
Pluto TV’s existing content and distribution partners

